Case study

MJ Milward Printing Limited no longer faces
attendance and security problems thanks to Bodet
Software solutions
SUMMARY

Overview
Industry: Printing
Staff: 18 employees

Milward Printing Limited is a commercial digital and litho printer established in the
East Midlands for over 30 years. It is expert in producing printed string badges for
UK national events as well as commercial print such as brochures, flyers, leaflets,
business stationery, etc.
This 18 employee company has chosen to use Bodet Software solutions to manage
their time and attendance issues and to help ensure security.

Solution: Kelio Prima

Benefits

A useful management tool…

 Control time and attendance
 Record employees working
hours
 Save time
 More visible approvals for
leave request for employees

When Milward Printing Limited relocated into new, purpose built
premises, it became obvious that the managers needed accurate
information about who is in the building at any time, mainly for
security reasons. Another issue was to more precisely control time
and attendance.
“We decided to work with Bodet because its solution, Kelio Prima, fully meets our
needs. We installed Bodet biometric fingerprint clocking-in machines to record
employees working hours and to control attendance because this system supplies us
with indisputable data”, explained Joint Managing Director Malcolm Wright.
To simplify the access to this information,
Milward Printing Limited also installed a T50
attendance board; Managers and staff can
quickly identify who is in or out on company
business.

About Bodet Limited
For 25 years, Bodet has
provided innovative software
and hardware solutions in three
main domains of HR and time
management systems:
 Time and attendance
solutions
 Time recording systems
 Access control solutions
This devotion to constant
improvement has enabled
Bodet to become the European
leader in its sector.

The time and attendance system proposed by Bodet Software has enabled the
company to benefit from more precise time recording, better discipline and
reduced administration time. “The return on investment has been highly positive:
we are much more precise on what we pay now and people are more punctual.
Employees that may have been 10 minutes late before are not necessarily late
anymore.”
Each employee can also use the employee self-service Kelio Intranet to request
holidays, which managers can easily approve or refuse. “We save a lot of time doing
it this way. Moreover, this system is more transparent for our employees because
the approvals are more visible than before when we used paper-based forms for
leave request.”
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…working together for efficient support
Milward Printing Limited has appreciated the help provided by Bodet Software to implement and install the
solution. “The implementation was excellent, the engineer suggested what we could do in the system and
gave us some excellent advice”, said Malcolm.
In addition, Milward Printing Limited also finds valuable help in the support provided by
Bodet Software with the online help and the call center. “The online help is detailed and when
we call the Helpdesk the staff are knowledgeable and give us excellent responses. I’m very
satisfied with Kelio time and attendance system and I would highly recommend it.”
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